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Perturbation transfer from the front to rear surface of laser-irradiated targets
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We present experimental results on the perturbation transfer of laser irradiated planar foils. Perturbed poly-
styrene foils were irradiated directly by laser at intensity of 631013 W/cm2. We measured perturbations on
the foils by side-on x-ray backlighting technique. Perturbations on the rear surface due to the rippled shock
front were observed just after the shock breakout. We also observed feedthrough of perturbations on the
laser-irradiated surface that grows due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
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It is well known that hydrodynamic instabilities are cr
cial for better understanding of inertial confinement fusi
~ICF! targets@1#. The hydrodynamic instabilities are also im
portant in astrophysical plasmas, such as supernovae e
sions@2#. The most crucial hydrodynamic instability in IC
targets is the Rayleigh-Taylor~RT! instability @3,4# that oc-
curs both on the laser-irradiated surface and the rear sur
Perturbations on the laser-irradiated surface of the ICF
gets grow due to the RT instability when the target sh
accelerates inward. On the other hand, perturbations on
rear surface grow due to the RT instability when the tar
shell decelerates after the reflecting shock wave reache
rear surface. The Richtmyer-Meshkov~RM! instability @5#
that is one variety of the RT instability also takes place wh
the shock wave passes through interfaces of the la
irradiated surface and the rear surface, which should b
possible seed of the RT instability. Since the criteria of
ignition of the ICF targets is determined by the perturbatio
of the compressed central fuel~the hot spark! at around the
maximum compression, it is important to understand the p
turbation transfer from front to rear side of the main fu
However, to date, most investigations of the hydrodynam
instability have been focused on the laser-irradiated sur
except for a few experiments@6–8#.

When an ICF target is irradiated by a laser pulse, a sh
passes through the shell target. If the laser-irradiated sur
is perturbed, or if spatial nonuniformity are imposed on t
laser pulse, the shock front should be rippled@9#. The rear
surface is deformed due to the passage of the rippled sh
front @10#, which is called ‘‘feed-in.’’ The source of the
feed-in of the rear surface perturbation is both from the ti
difference of the shock breakout between the crest and
trough of the ripped shock front and from the pressure p
turbation just behind the rippled shock front, which is ve
similar to the RM instability described above. On the oth
hand, perturbation is transferred from the laser-irradiated
face to the rear surface due mainly to the communica
through the sound wave that propagate back and forth, w
occur when the target is accelerated. This phenomen
called ‘‘feed-through.’’

In this paper, we describe the experiments about
feed-in and the feed-through of laser-irradiated targets.
observed the feed-in perturbation due to the rippled sh
front breakout at the rear surface of the target. The fe
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through perturbations were also clearly observed when
laser-irradiated foils were accelerated. We calculated the
turbation amplitude due to the feed-in and the feed-throu
by a simple model coupled with a one-dimensional~1D! hy-
drodynamic simulation code, which shows good agreem
with the experimental results.

The experiments we describe here were carried out on
GEKKO XII laser system at the Institute of Laser Enginee
ing, Osaka University@11#. Targets with initial perturbations
were directly irradiated by laser. Since it is very important
irradiate the targets with a spatially uniform laser, we e
ployed partially coherent light~PCL! @12# as the driving la-
ser. We furthermore employed random phase plates@13# to
get a smoother irradiation pattern. The nonuniformity of t
laser beam was approximately 2.4% from a smooth en
lope. The pulse duration of the PCL was 2.3 ns in full wid
at half maximum. The rise time and the decay time of t
pulse were 50 ps and 150 ps, respectively. The laser en
of each PCL beam was approximately 350 J (2v). Two PCL
beams were focused on the target with a spot diamete
'600 mm. The incident angle of each laser beam was 3
deg. The intensity on the target was 631013 W/cm2.

The irradiated targets were polystyrene~CH! foils (r
51.056 g/cm3). The thickness of the foil was 16mm or
25 mm. We imposed perturbations on one side of the f
with thermal press technique. The perturbation waveleng
were 60 and 100mm with the initial peak-to-valley ampli-
tudes of 6 and 10mm, respectively, which is 10% of the
perturbation wavelength. For the side-on x-ray backlight
measurements, we restricted the target width
200–250 mm to avoid the effect of the target bowing an
other issues.

We employed an x-ray framing camera~XFC! in side-on
x-ray backlighting geometry to obtain two-dimensional im
ages of the perturbation on the foils. Copper~Cu! backlight
targets were irradiated by a beam of the PCL with laser
tensity of '431013 W/cm2. Beryllium foils of 10-mm
thickness was located between the perturbed CH foils
the backlight target to prevent the CH foil from heating wi
soft x rays from the backlight target. The backlit perturb
tions on the target were imaged by two pinholes with
10-mm diameter onto gold photocathodes of the XFC. T
diameter of the pinholes was 10mm. The magnification of
the XFC was 30. Temporal resolution of the XFC w
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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'90 ps. The photocathode of the XFC was gold~Au!. We
obtained two snapshots for each laser shot. The interva
the two snapshots was 500 ps. The x-ray energy of the
backlight was 1.1–1.6 keV (L band!. Since the width of the
target and the rarefaction tail of the CH were 250mm and
'0.1 g/cm3, the areal density of the rarefaction tail wa
'20 g/cm2. As the corresponding transmission at the r
efaction tail for the backlit x ray is,30%, the observed edg
for the rear surface is almost the rarefaction tail.

Figure 1 shows examples of the experimental ima
from the XFC for 60-mm perturbation wavelength target
Fig. 1~a! and 1~b! are the images for the 16-mm-thick target
at 0.81 ns and at 1.31 ns, respectively. The observation
ings shown in Fig. 1 is the time after the half maximum
the rise time of the laser pulse. With the streaked sidelig
ing, we measured the time at which the shock breaks the
surface and time at which the rarefaction reaches the f
surface to be'0.9 ns and'1.34 ns, respectively, fo
25-mm thick target@8#. The shock velocity and the rarefac
tion velocity are (3.460.4)3106 cm/s and (2.560.3)
3106 cm/s, respectively. In Fig. 1~a!, it is seen that smal
perturbations arise at the rear surface. In the case of
16-mm thick target, the shock breakout time and the raref
tion breakout time are expected to be 0.57 ns and 0.86
respectively. Thus at 0.81 ns for the 16-mm-thick target, the
shock front has already passed the rear surface, but the t
is not accelerated because the rarefaction front has
reached the laser-irradiated surface yet. Thus the rear su
is in the feed-in regime. Figure 1~b! is the image at 1.31 ns
for 16-mm-thick target. At 1.31 ns for the 16-mm-thick tar-
get, the rarefaction front has already reached the la
irradiated surface, so the rear surface is in the feed-thro
regime. It is observed that the perturbations on the rear
face have the same phase as the perturbations on the
irradiated surface for both cases. Figures 1~c! and 1~d! are
the images for the 25-mm-thick targets at 1.11 ns and 2.1
ns, respectively. At 1.11 ns for the 25-mm-thick target, the
rear surface is in the feed-in regime. The rear surface pe
bation in Fig. 1~c! shows that the phase was reversed fr
the initial perturbation of the laser-irradiated surface. At 2
ns in Fig. 1~d!, the rear surface is in the feed-through regim
The phase of the rear surface perturbation is the same as

FIG. 1. Examples of the side-on backlit images from the x-
framing camera at~a! 0.81 ns,~b! 1.31 ns for the 16-mm target,~c!
1.11 ns, and~d! 2.16 ns for 25-mm-thick target.
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of the perturbation of the laser-irradiated surface. This i
plies that the phase of the perturbation was inverted betw
1.11 ns and 2.16 ns.

Now let us calculate the feed-in amplitude of the re
surface perturbation. When laser irradiates a corrugated
get surface, a rippled shock launches in accordance with
surface corrugation. The rippled shock propagates in the
get with damped oscillation@9# due to the pressure perturba
tion behind the shock front. The rippled shock front crea
perturbations on the rear surface during its transit at the
surface because the timing of the transit differs due to
spatial perturbation, that is, the crest of rippled shock fr
reaches the rear surface earlier than the trough of the sh
front. Thus at the same time, the pressure perturbation
hind the rippled shock front generates velocity perturbati
Figure 2 represents the relation of the rippled shock fr
oscillation and the feed-in. There is no pressure perturba
behind the shock front immediately after the laser irradiati
Due to the shock convergence, however, the pressure
creases at the vicinity of the trough of the shock front. Sin
the local velocity of the shock front near the trough is fas
than that of the crest due to its pressure perturbation,
shock front is flattened. The pressure perturbation beco
maximum when the shock front becomes flat. The press
perturbation becomes zero again when the inverted sh
has the maximum amplitude. When the crest of the sh
front reaches the rear surface, the rear surface starts to m
as a rarefaction tail, thereby creating a perturbation at
rear surface. The amplitude of the rear surface perturba
increases until the trough of the shock front reaches the
surface. When the pressure at the shock trough is higher
that at the shock crest, the rarefaction tail of the trough
higher velocity than that of the crest. Therefore the raref
tion tail at the trough catches up and overcomes that of
crest at a certain time.

The time difference of the shock breakout between
crest and the trough isas/vs, whereas is the peak-to-valley
shock amplitude andvs is the mean shock velocity. The cre
of the rarefaction tail moves at a velocityv r until the trough
of the shock front reaches the rear surface, wherev r is the
rarefaction tail velocity at the crest. The rarefaction tail
the trough starts to move with velocity ofAav r , wherea is
the ratio of the pressure at the trough of the shock front to
pressure at the crest of the shock front. The peak-to-va
amplitude of the rear surface is given by

y

FIG. 2. Schematic mechanism of the feed-in on the rear sur
of the laser-irradiated targets.
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ar5H v rS as

vs
1Dt D S 2

as

vs
,Dt,0D

as

v r

vs
1~12Aa!v rDt ~Dt.0!,

~1!

where Dt is the time after the trough of the shock fro
reaches the rear surface. Whenar is negative, the phase o
the rear surface perturbation is inverted.

Two parameters in Eq.~1!, as,a, were obtained from the
rippled shock experiments@9,14#. In these experiments, th
amplitudes of the rippled shock frontas were analyzed from
optical streaked image of the shock front by the time diff
ence of the shock arrival timing between the crest and
trough of the shock front. The plot of the rippled shock a
plitude is shown in Fig. 3~a! @14#. The amplitude of rippled
shock front shows damped oscillation. The rippled sho
amplitude (as) divided by the initial perturbation amplitud
appears as a unique function of the shock propagation d
divided by the perturbation wavelength (d/l). The shock
front is flattened atd/l'0.75. We also obtained the pressu
perturbation from the perturbation of the rear surface em
sion measured with the optical streak camera. Since the
served energy band~3.1–4.1 eV! of the optical streak camer
was much lower than the photon energy that gives the m
mum emissivity of blackbody with the simulated temperatu
of '5 eV, the observed signal intensity at the shock fron
approximately proportional to the temperature. Since
density behind the shock wave is expected to be almost
form, we may obtain the pressure perturbation from the te
perature perturbation via the relationdP/P5dT/T. Figure

FIG. 3. ~a! Rippled shock amplitude normalized by initial am
plitude. Negative amplitude means that the ripple is inverted.~b!
Normalized pressure perturbation of the rippled shock front. Ne
tive amplitude means that the pressure at the crest of the shock
is smaller than the pressure at the trough of the shock front.
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3~b! shows analyzed pressure ratio of the rippled shock w
@Pcrest/2(Ptrough1Pcrest)#. The maximum pressure ratio i
'3 at aroundd/l'0.4. Substituting the pressure ratioa
into Eq. ~1!, we obtained the calculated feed-in amplitude

Figure 4 shows the measured amplitude of the rear
face perturbation~circles! and the calculated perturbatio
amplitude from Eq.~1! ~lines! for the 25-mm-thick target.
The remaining two parameters in Eq.~1!, v r ,vs, are calcu-
lated from the 1D hydrodynamic codeILESTA @15#. We ex-
perimentally validated these parameters at the same tim
the side-on x-ray backlighting measurements with x-r
streak camera@8#. The feed-in perturbation starts to gro
when the crest of the shock front reaches the rear surf
After the shock front entirely reaches the rear surface,
amplitude decreases and turns to have the negative valu
shown in Fig. 4. This is because the pressure of the cres
the shock front is smaller than the pressure at the troug
the shock front. Since the rarefaction front reaches the la
irradiated surface at around 1.2 ns, the feed-in regime is f
0.7 to 1.2 ns.

Next we discuss the feed-through of perturbations of
laser-irradiated surface. The feed-through is thought to be
appearance of spatially decaying perturbation on the rear
face. Thus, when the perturbation amplitude is much l
than the perturbation wavelength, the rear surface amplit
is given byar5af exp(2kD), wherek is the wave number of
the perturbation, andD is the target thickness. In order to te
this simple feed-through model, we calculated the fe
through amplitude from the amplitude on the laser-irradia
surface. The calculated feed-through amplitude from the
served amplitude on the laser-irradiated surface is show
Fig. 4. Since both sides of the target is deformed due to
RT growth, it is very difficult to determine the target thick
ness from the experimental images. Instead, we emplo
the calculated target thickness~D! from the 1D simulation
ILESTA, and experimental amplitude on the laser-irradia
surface (af). For the 25-mm-thick target, the rarefaction
reaches the laser-irradiated surface at 1.2 ns. Thus the f
through regime is after 1.2 ns for 25-mm target. The calcu-
lated feed-through amplitude is in good agreement with

-
nt

FIG. 4. Observed perturbation amplitude on the rear surf
~circles! and calculated feed-through amplitude from the obser
laser-irradiated surface amplitude and the target thickness usi
simple model~squares!. Solid line and dotted line show calculate
feed-in amplitudes for 60-mm and 100-mm perturbation wavelength
targets, respectively.
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experimental amplitude in the late time (;2 ns). However,
there is a significant difference between the calculated
plitude and the experimental amplitude in the earlier tim
This is because the perturbations on the laser-irradiated
face are not sufficiently transferred via the sound wave in
earlier timing. Since the sound speed in the accelerated fo
calculated to be'23106 cm/s, the transit time of soun
wave is '500 ps for the calculated thickness of the fo
('10 mm) after the acceleration. Also, the pressure per
bation still remains in the vicinity of the rear surface. The
fore, the calculated feed-through amplitude must be ove
timated. Note that the perturbations on the laser-irradia
surface do not turn into strongly nonlinear growth regime
that a two-dimensional effect should be ruled out. We a
observed the feed-through perturbations for the 16-mm-thick
targets. But the feed-through perturbations for the 16-mm
targets were unclear because the perturbations on the l
irradiated surface rapidly transform into bubble-spike str
ture due to its large acceleration.
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In conclusion, we have presented the experimental inv
tigation of the perturbation transfer from the front surface
the rear surface in laser-irradiated targets. We observed
types of perturbation transfers: feed-in and feed-through.
calculated the feed-in amplitude by a simple model coup
with the 1D simulation. The feed-in amplitude from the e
periments shows good agreement with the model calculat
We also observed feed-through of the perturbation on
laser-irradiated surface, which increases the RT instabi
The feed-through perturbation amplitude was exponenti
reduced from the amplitude on the laser-irradiated surfac
a function of the target thickness and the perturbation wa
length.
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